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Abstract
Museums remain an underutilized resource for educating the public, but this is changing with the
development of effective distance learning programs. In recent years, many museums have developed mobile applications, websites, and social networking resources that vary in complexity
and purpose. Some have merely provided basic information on hours of operation. Others are
quite elaborate, consisting of virtual galleries and supplemental educational programs for teachers
interested in incorporating exhibits into classroom or online instruction. For many years, the primary mission of museums was to preserve and display real objects and to help visitors interpret
the meaning of these objects. Now there are new options for representing objects and encouraging interaction with them, which results in new possibilities for educating the public. This paper
presents the results of an investigation of the distance education approaches used by museums.
The results of the study suggested there are at least twelve essential elements in the design of effective distance learning programs for museums. These include contingencies, pre-requisite skills
of both learners and developers, target populations, learner characteristics, appropriate topics for
distance learning, the nature of the material, instructional design principles, the use of cognitive
learning strategies, the incorporation of motivational techniques, interface design, and limitations
unique to museums. In general, museums emphasize the importance of visual displays supplemented by audio guides, and they seek to engage the visitor in a way that encourages the visitor
to make meaningful connections to his or her life. To develop an effective instructional strategy,
the museum education instructional design and technology team focus on instructional design
principles, cognitive learning and motivational strategies as well as the best way to effectively
deploy new technologies.
Keywords: museum education, museum social networks, elearning, mlearning, distance
learning, instructional design.
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Introduction
Historically, distance learning offered
by museums was limited to outreach
programs, trunks, or traveling exhibits,
but recent advances in technology have
resulted in focused attempts by museums to keep up with the pace of changes
to include mobile applications, webaccessible graphics, videos, and white
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papers, social networking to encourage dynamic interaction, and interactive games and simulations, including virtual worlds. For centuries, the primary mission of museums was to preserve
and display real objects and to help visitors interpret the meaning of these objects. Now, interactive multimedia offers new possibilities for exploring and interpreting museum collections. Due
to the rush to keep up with the competition, many museums have developed web sites, hosted
audio tours downloadable onsite, and have incorporated social networking. The content of these
web sites varies greatly, due to the imagination and technological expertise within each museum,
as well as funding, and needs of potential audiences. Unfortunately, many museum web sites are
still static, uninformative, and contain few, if any, educational services. Many well-endowed museums such as the American Museum of Natural History with their dinosaur app for iPhones and
iPads (American Museum of Natural History, 2012) include interactive applications that are usable on mobile devices, and they use the mobile apps to encourage an interactive, personalized
experience, not all museums are in a position to develop them.
The museums with poorer budgets must fall back on educational sites, which may be filled with
problems including inferior images, faulty links, slow downloading times, outdated resources,
poor selection of technical tools, instructional design flaws, inaccurate or incomplete information,
and a lack of interactivity. Many of the museum education websites are designed to encourage
individuals to visit the museum, resulting rather nebulous learning objectives. Further, many of
the resources are designed as narrative pieces to be used as “teacher resources,” usually used in
conjunction with a physical visit to the museum.
The problem is, how do museums make these web sites effective learning tools? What are the
best approaches to offering learning from a distance? Are certain tools more appropriate than others? Are there key elements that combine to make more effective distance learning programs for
museums? If so, what are they? To find the answers to these questions, a review was conducted to
determine what elements contribute to the evolving theory of effective distance learning.

Literature Review
Distance learning within museums was examined because museums face unique issues that distance learning programs within many schools do not face. For example, museums deal with real
items and, as non-profit organizations, are often faced with funding issues. Museums are considered informal and experiential learning environments since they are generally characterized as
offering education based mostly on viewing objects and rather than merely reading text. The
study of their artifacts fits into a case-study model of learning since museums allow patrons to
pursue their own goals for exploration and discovery. Although museums are typically informal
learning environments, they also offer both formal educational opportunities. Formal experiences
occur in the form of classes, workshops, day camps, or tours, and usually require a special fee to
cover the cost of a professional teacher or leader.
Prior to the development of effective distance learning programs museums were an underutilized
educational resource. Until recently, museums were limited in their breadth of outreach, and depended on visitor attendance. The primary mission of museums had been restricted to the preservation and display of real objects. The outreach and partnership programs that existed were
formed through local schools, youth groups, churches, and associations. With the development of
recent technology, many museums now provide "virtual galleries" over the Internet. With interactive multimedia, new options are now available for the representation of objects and specimens,
as well as new possibilities for the exploration, interpretation and knowledge about museum collections. Even so, the majority of museums making use of these new technologies reach out by
providing visitors with samples of exhibits and their descriptions, but often fail to offer interactive distance learning programs. Instead, many museum websites are static and often lack detailed
or engaging instructional material.
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Museums are increasingly aware of the need to redefine their role in society. Their goal is reaching a broader population, not only to earn more revenue, but to justify any existing subsidy (Caulton, 1998). While many museums offer self-guided tours using a headset or by streaming an mp3
file or other media via an smartphone (iPhone) or other mobile device, they do not often make
those same resources available in a way that syncs with the gallery space (Eakle, 2009). Of
course there are exceptions, and some of the world’s major museums such as the Tate (London),
The Hermitage (St. Petersburg, Russia), the Frick (New York City), and Versailles (Paris) have
made certain galleries available in a three-dimensional immersive experience via the Google Art
Project launched in 2010 (http://www.googleartproject.com/) which allows the visitor to have a
semi virtual world experience and create their own collection. However, the educational elements
are not structured with a clear instructional strategy. With respect to immersive experience, museum visitors can have an interactive, immersive virtual world experience with museums via Second Life. However, again, the instructional strategies that are employed are not consistent, and
they do not take the visitor to the next step to apply their knowledge.
Museums can use their artifacts in conjunction with experiential learning models, as described by
Kolb (2001), to provide an authentic, "real world" application of concepts or skills they are learning. While maintaining an emphasis on "doing", learners can gain a deeper understanding of the
problems, and can discover and explore relationships. Further, the students should be guided to
place the new material within a framework of prior knowledge, and should achieve a higher level
of self-awareness in the process.
Motivational models such as those by Keller (1983), Malone (1981), and Maehr (1986) have an
important influence on designing effective distance learning programs. In addition to motivational
factors, cognitive learning theories lend important concepts to effective instructional design.
Comparisons and contrasts between cognitive psychology and behaviorist models as applied to
asynchronous online courses are helpful, as provided by Hofstetter (1997). In addition, being
mindful of developing an individualized experience is important; for example, the visitor can customize their social networking site (Facebook, Bebo, MySpace, blog) to reflect the experience
they had in the museum.
Customizable content as well as a customizable experience appeals to museum visitors because it
allows them to sort and classify the content they find most interesting, and to apply it to other
situations and in unique contexts to integrate the museum experience into one’s real life. For example, many apps are interactive and be used in many different ways. The Museum of Modern
Art’s iPhone app (MOMA, 2012) allows visitors to download images and information and to incorporate it in their personal space, both in social networks and in their mobile device.
Finally, the form of delivery itself, plays a vital role in the effectiveness of the program because it
allows visitors / learners to interact in ways that are comfortable to them. Mobile devices (smartphone and tablets) are perhaps the most quickly-growing delivery system is mobile, with smartphones, handhelds, and tablets. Applications which help bring together museum exhibits, current
events, and updates can be quite effective because they’re convenient and comfortable for users.

Motivation in Museum Distance Education
One of the most challenging tasks in designing effective distance learning programs (for museums and other organizations) is keeping learners motivated. Motivation is, in essence, a course
pre-requisite for distance learners. In the traditional classroom, there is group pressure within a
familiar learning situation, but in the distance learning environment, this motivation to acquire
knowledge is often missing. Thus, designers of distance learning programs for museums should
build motivational strategies into programs.
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According to Duchastel (1996), motivational factors impact the learning environment and need to
be considered in the design of an educational program. Museums may have a bit of an edge over
universities or corporation though, because they have direct access to unique stimuli. The situated
motivation within museums can be described according to visitors’ opportunities to construct personal meaning, make choices, exercise control, engage in collaboration and conversation, adjust
task challenges, and derive consequences of performance that promote self efficacy (Gardner,
1997). As such, effective distance learning programs simulate these conditions.
Elements of several motivational models, including: Keller’s ARCS (1983),Csikszentmihalyi
(1980), Maehr (1986), and Malone (1981), can all be applied toward increasing students’ motivational levels as they work with museums’ collections and interactive digital resources.
An example of motivating challenges is the immersive, interactive virtual world, Second Life.
Many museums have built islands in Second Life (Second Life Wikia, 2011), and visitors are motived by the desire for social interaction, novelty, interaction, and recognition. They can create
their own personae (avatars) and engage in productive play with others without the pressure of
letting people know who they are.
In Keller’s ARCS model (1983), he discussed four factors in the motivation to learn: attention,
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction. It may be easy for museums to gain and sustain attention
when students come into the building themselves, but it may be a more challenging task to keep
their interest through a distance learning program. One of the strategies suggested by Keller and
Suzuki (1988) for designing motivating courseware is to avoid dysfunctional attention-getting
effects. This can be achieved by controlling student interaction, but doing this can be difficult
through web-based instruction or other forms of delivery.
Maehr’s model of Personal Investment (1984) examines the effect meaning plays on motivation.
Each person attaches a particular meaning to experiences, and it is this personal meaning that determines how much effort the person is willing to invest in certain activities. An example of personal investment applied to museum education occurred in Connecticut where teachers were
brought into a teacher education program that included material immediately applicable to their
professions:
Connecticut teachers in particular found their participation valuable and meaningful to
their teaching practice. Their learning caused them to reconsider the historical roles of
Conneetieut residents throughout history and the economic, political, and social impact of
the state's maritime history on the country. For instance, Kate, a 2004 participant, noted,
"Before I attended the workshop, I tended to teach mostly only from one point of view.
Now, I find myself being able to present many different points of views on issues." She
went on to describe how the institute challenged her to think beyond the ship captain's
viewpoint and to consider the experiences and perspectives of women, slaves, indentured
servants, and, what she called, "the lowly crew members." (Grenier, 2010, p. 508)
Finally, Deci and Ryan (1985), suggest that students should have some perceived level of selfdetermination. Self determination refers to the experience of choice. In other words, this is the
experience of an internal perceived locus of causality. According to Deci and Ryan (1985), selfdetermination is a human need, and without it, learners will not be intrinsically motivated. Thus,
in the application towards distance learning programs, learners should be given some degree of
choice and control as to what information will be accessed, and in what order.
An example of employing self-determination theory in a museum education program occurred in
museums which allowed students to choose which works to study and to create a diary of their
responses (Alverman & Eakle, 2007).
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Cognitive Theories and Distance Museum Education
Early Strategies: Information Transmission Model
In the past, in many distance learning programs, teaching tended to follow the information transmission model. This is where the instructor simply selects the material to be learned, organizes it
into a course package, and transmits it to students in a one-way flow of communication to the
student (Brown, 1997). Unfortunately, this method promotes passive learning and rote memorization (Brown, 1997). To encourage more effective and meaningful learning, instructional developers in museums (and otherwise) should implement a variety of cognitive learning strategies into
the design. According to Laurillard (1993), and Jonassen (1993), to active participation encourages meaningful learning. Through active participation, students arrive at and articulate their own
personal understandings, new ideas, and concepts.

Shift to Interactive Strategies:
According to Piaget, children learn from actions rather than passive observations, and so construct knowledge and understanding for themselves (Caulton, 1998). The most important role of
the teacher, according to this theory, is to create environments where learning takes place most
effectively, rather than to impart their own knowledge. Teachers should encourage children to ask
questions rather than to accept information unquestioningly. Similarly, Piaget’s developmental
theory of learning has contributed to the spread of hands-on exhibits in museums, with interactive
exhibitions providing the foundation that follows Bloom’s “taxonomy of learning”: cognitive
learning, affective learning, and psycho-motor development (Caulton, 1998).
Learners need opportunities to reflect on new material, discuss their understandings and concepts
with others, and build conceptual connections to their existing schema. Piaget defines schema as
structures or mental units that represent a class of similar actions or thoughts (Ormrod, 1995).
Students need to have their preconceptions challenged to bring out inconsistencies and to reveal
incompleteness or gaps in their knowledge (Ormrod, 1995). Piaget refers to a couple of related
processes termed as assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation involves modifying one’s
perception of the environment to fit a scheme, and accommodation involves modifying a schema
to fit the environment (Ormrod, 1995). Similarly, Anderson (1993) stresses the importance of
practice with feedback to advance from declarative to procedural knowledge.

Multiple Intelligences
Another theory by Gardner (1983, 1991), proposes that the brain supports at least seven different
abilities or intelligences, and that these develop at different rates and to different extents in individuals. Gardner’s view is that these different types of intelligence dominate in different individuals, and the formal school environment doesn’t necessarily promote their full development.
Caulton (1998), argued that interactive museums are important learning environments because the
“rich variety of interpretative techniques can stimulate a multiplicity of intelligences (p.20).”
Thus, to have successful distance learning programs in museums, they must somehow incorporate
interactive learning.

Interactive Strategies
Distance learning programs should also apply other methods of facilitating meaningful learning,
because meaningful learning promotes more effective storage and more successful retrieval than
rote learning. In addition to tying in new information with existing schema, distance learning programs should attempt to present material in an organized fashion. For example, information can
be presented in hierarchical structures, cause-effect relationships, etc., so learners are more likely
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to store it in a similar organizational network (Ormrod, 1995). Ormrod (1995), noted that when
students don’t see the interconnections among things they learn, they sometimes try to pull those
things together in a constructive, yet often inaccurate manner.

Applying knowledge organization strategies through interaction
To encourage interaction, some museum sites allow their collections to be accessed from metacollections to encourage comparing, contracting, evaluating, and creating schema.
Examples of meta-collections that bring together numerous holdings and encourage interaction
with the collections:


Virtual Library Museums Page: A distributed directory of online museums
http://archives.icom.museum/vlmp/



Mark Harden’s Artchives: http://www.artchive.com/



Olga’s Gallery: http://www.abcgallery.com/



Association of Science and Technology Centers: http://astc.org/sciencecenters/find.php



Museum Virtual Worlds: http://museumvirtualworlds.org/

Researchers such as Doolittle (2000) explore the role of cognition and constructivism in online
learning. To develop a strategy to align learner expectations with museum education goals and to
develop the ability to “read” an exhibit, Eakle (2009) developed a series of questions:

Questions for guiding interactive learning
-Who is represented in the exhibition?
-Who do we not hear from through the exhibition?
-What language does the museum curator use to create a visual image?
-What images, other objects, and spaces does the curator use to craft a language?
-If we were to take away the printed text labels, do our notions of the museum object or exhibition change?
-Whose interests are served by the museum text? Whose interests are not served?
-What view of the world is put forth by ideas in the museum texts? What views are not?
-What are other possible worldviews seen through the museum texts?
(Eakle, 2009, p. 213)

Technology
Over the last thirty years, museum educators have focused on developing appropriate teaching
methods for both face to face teaching (workshops, talks, drama, etc.) and distant learning methods (teacher’s packs, loan boxes, and kits). Hooper-Greenhill (1996), noted that current technology enables museums to exist in virtual form over the Internet or on CD-ROM, while virtual reality enables a structure to be reconstructed over its archaeological remains, without damage to the
site itself. With the aid of various technological advances, museums now have the opportunity
reach out to larger populations. Instead of relying on the public to visit, museums can now come
to the public via the Internet.
At its most basic form, distance education takes place when a teacher and student(s) are separated
by physical distance, and technology is used to bridge the instructional gap. Different forms of
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delivery provide distance education. In its most primitive form, distance education meant “correspondence study,” and mail delivery of print material was the principle format. Technological
advances altered the method for distance education, with the most dramatic changes realized via
the World Wide Web.
Certain innovative uses of e-learning can support museums’ learning objectives, and help visitors
better identify the materials in the exhibits, discuss their value, describe how to interpret the
works on display, and apply the knowledge to one’s own world, and make connections to realworld applications.

Knowledge Object Repositories
Knowledge objects are digital objects that can communicate across platforms. They tend to be
authorware products and can be fairly complex. Mashups and integrated applications are good
examples of knowledge objects, and they help individuals use and interact with the museum assets in a way that is both meaningful and useful to the users. Applications for smartphones
(iPhone / Android) and tablets are gaining popularity because they allow visitors / users to organize and deliver information.

Learning Object Repositories
Ways of delivering content constantly evolve, and museums are not always in a position to pay
for a complete and total rebuild of all their web-based content or web-based and mobile applications. The key to being able to survive in a fast-paced information technology world is to reuse
instructional materials (digital learning objects) and to be able to do it quickly and seamlessly.
Many writers have used the analogy of LEGOs to describe the way in which digital learning objects can be used and reused. Basically, the concept is simple – find a way to store and retrieve
the objects in a repository so they can be repurposed depending on one’s learning goals and overall objectives.
Learning object repositories are often housed in content management systems, which are then
accessed for selective deployment via a learning management system.
Museums can then add / revise / update / delete materials as they see fit, and deploy the materials
for promotional and social purposes as well as educational.

Streaming Media
Streaming media has been utilized by online museums since the late 1990s to make recordings of
lectures and documentary videos available. As connectivity and access have improved, a social
networking approach to using videos has emerged, and many museums encourage individuals to
post on Youtube, Flickr, etc. video responses to the exhibits to engage in a kind of ongoing conversation that involves opinions about the exhibits as well as creative and/or expressive responses. For example, museums on university campuses accommodate students in first-year
composition, introduction to media, art history, and communications courses who are charged
with completing assignments that have to do with permanent or special collections. The museum
websites incorporate blogs and/or wikis that allow students to then link to their assignments or
embed videos.

Virtual Worlds
The Google Art Project and virtual worlds such as Second Life encourage immersive experiences
with museums. Second Life has been very popular for existing museums as well as artists who
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wish to create a display, and to allow visitors to download materials. Table 1 displays some of the
more developed virtual museum sites that are available in Second Life.

Virtual museum sites in second life
Many museums have created islands in Second Life (Table 1) which allow visitors to participate
in gatherings, listen to lectures, and to interact with the collections in a way that allows them to
obtain additional information and also to have a more dynamic experience than simply visiting a
website. With one’s avatar, it is possible to interact with other visitors as well as to experience
different types of interactive learning experiences or simulations. For example, in natural science
museums, it is possible explore what it might feel like to be inside a subatomic particle accelerator.
Table 1. Islands in Second Life

Museums

Sim

Coordinates

Art Center

Avignon

(143, 179, 490)

The Aho Museum

NMC Campus

(69,123,26)

Crescent Moon Museum

Taber

(198,97,21)

The Second Louvre Museum

Tompson

(153,96,100)

Second Life Science Center

Info Island II

(114,201,25)

Museum of Flip Animation

Sphinx

(202,115,21)

SL Computer History Museum

Info Island II

(225,51,23)

SL Historical Museum

Phobos

(216,166,32)

Bayside Beach Galleria - Museum

Flyingroc Chung (72,124,35)

International Spaceflight Museum

Spaceport Alpha (48,75,22)

Fort Malaya Malay History Museum

Ocean Pines

(135,155,22)

Star Trek Museum of Science

Ocean Pines

(37,215,25)

Tarot Card Museum

Hantu

(204,100,29)

Virtual Starry Night - Vincent van Gogh Second Life Luctesa

(110,200,66)

The Avnet Technology Museum

Avnet

(150,154,39)

The Neufreistadt Museum of Contemporary Art

Neufreistadt

(181,136,183)

http://secondlife.wikia.com/wiki/List_of_museums_and_galleries_in_Second_Life
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While many of the sites in Second Life involve interaction, most link to downloadable materials
or out to other websites. Unfortunately, most of the material that is available for download in museums consists of narratives:
“the most common tools used in education are at the less interactive “narrative” level and
that research about social network tools show potential for enabling high levels of interactivity in educating online. Researchers have emphasized the need for interactivity in
online teaching, but question if it is actually happening” (Saiki, 2010, 52).
Museums with Second Life islands face a number of hurdles in the sense that it is often difficult
to attract a large number of visitors due to the continuing awkwardness of the interface and the
steep learning curve required to navigate comfortably with one’s avatar. Further, the cost of
building, expanding, and maintaining an island can be prohibitive. For that reason, many museums are turning to mobile applications in order to encourage a more immersive and interactive
experience than simply observing an object and reading a narrative.

Online Collaborations
Incorporating social networks can help develop collaborations and interactivity, but many museums do not feature much more than areas to comment in their blog. It is possible to share materials through Facebook and “like” exhibits. Using social networking can be effective with marketing efforts and to share impressions, but often there are no clearly stated learning outcomes, and
the educational elements are not organized to be as powerful as they could be if they asked visitors to apply their knowledge in the form of assessments (quizzes, writings, creating e-portfolios).

E-Portfolios
Museums’ digital content can be incorporated in individual and collaborative projects, for creative, educational, and social networking uses. E-portfolios may be built in social networking sites
(Facebook, etc.), as well as in personal blog spaces.
Wikis, Blogs, Social Collaboration
Collaborative knowledge-building and knowledge-sharing tools are commonly used by museums
to encourage individuals to familiarize themselves with the collection and the contexts surrounding them. While wikis and blogs have been popular forms, they are by no means the only ones,
and new applications emerge regularly.

Cost-Savings Using E-Delivery
There are many advantages of using mobile applications for delivering museum content. Perhaps
the most obvious one is cost, provided that the project is planned well and digital objects are reused and repurposed to keep up with the quickly changing platforms, devices, and delivery
modes. Further, it is possible to piggyback on the technologies that learners already feel comfortable with, such as blogging, social networking, texting, and the use of smartphones and tablets, to
encourage use of digital assets, customization, incorporation to one’s life, and connection to prior
knowledge and experience.
The advantages of e-delivery have been recognized for decades. According to Roberts (1994),
there are three major areas that combine to produce low costs of the Internet: Internet architecture, Internet Services, and the economic structure of the Internet. Another advantage of the
Internet is that it allows the publication of a wide variety of learning resources. In addition, with
topics presented in hypertext, the learner has a degree of control over the type and amount of information accessed. Furthermore, learners become more active participants in the construction of
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knowledge building when making connections between new and old concepts Hypertext is highly
suited for facilitating this process.
With the development of distance learning programs, museums are more available educational
resources. It is hoped this study will contribute toward understanding what elements are vital in
designing distance learning programs for museums. If museums can take advantage of advancing
technologies and effective design principles, they may be able to reach out to the community
more than ever thought possible. In addition, if museums can effectively educate from a distance,
then perhaps they won’t have to depend on in-person visitation by the public.

Conclusions
Museums face unique issues because they handle real items and artifacts, and, since most are
non-profit organizations, they are constantly challenged by budget constraints. Research suggests
three main elements of design to incorporate in distance learning programs: motivational strategies, cognitive learning theories, and appropriate selection of mediums or methods of delivery.
Motivational techniques are recommended to increase interest and perseverance, cognitive theories help learners process and retain information better, and certain technologies are preferred
over others, with attention to subject matter and target audience. Finally, when museums use the
technology that is widely used by visitors (smartphones, tablets, etc.), there is a higher likelihood
of situated learning, which often results in highly motivated learners and learning.
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